
DiamondQuest® Polished Concrete
It’s time to stop over-looking the most neglected asset of your  
facility’s interior and give your floor the ability to truly shine. 
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* QuestMark is a Division of CentiMark Corporation

The QuestMark® Difference
 Capabilities

The QuestMark Difference is the ability to provide the right 
solution to meet your flooring and budget needs. QuestMark 
offers everything from a complete line of epoxy and urethane 
systems and polished concrete to VCT and maintenance 
solutions. We take a consultative approach with every facility 
to give our customers exactly what they need.

 Financial Strength* 
The QuestMark Difference is our financial stability and the 
highest credit rating of 5A1 from Dun & Bradstreet. With more 
than 85 offices and 3,500 associates, we offer the financial 
backing and infrastructure of a large corporation and the 
customer service and response of a local flooring company. 
With over 25 dedicated flooring offices, QuestMark is set up to 
handle both local and national customers to drive consistency 
from coast to coast.

 Technology
The QuestMark Difference is to always be the industry 
leader with the newest, safest and most energy efficient 
equipment and materials. We are always looking to provide 
the most sustainable systems to our clients. Additionally, 
our online asset management programs and online catalog 
allow our customers the ease to manage their flooring needs 
directly from their computers, tablets and mobile devices.

 Service 
The QuestMark Difference is providing our customers  
with representatives and crews that are available 24/7.  
We understand the needs of our customers and are 
accustomed to working off hours, night shift or during 
scheduled shutdowns. Our crews are trained to identify 
safety concerns and can provide solutions on the spot. 
Whether it is a trip hazard, a hole to patch or a stain removal, 
no job is too small or large.

 Strong Foundation and Our People
The QuestMark Difference is that we are a family-owned 
company that has succeeded under the same leadership 
since 1968. Our associates are dedicated, hardworking and 
part owners of the company through an employee stock 
ownership program. We pride ourselves in being the largest 
self-performing flooring contractor in North America.

 Warranties 
The QuestMark Difference is our floor warranties.  
We provide Single Source Warranties that cover materials, 
workmanship and gloss on our DiamondQuest systems.  
We offer warranty options that fit the needs of our customers. 
At QuestMark, we believe that the length, structure and 
language of the warranty should be developed with the 
customer’s individual needs in mind.   
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 Environmentally Beneficial
DiamondQuest has less impact on the environment than 
traditional flooring systems and has the potential for LEED* 
(Leadership Energy Environmental Design) credits. 

Reuse and Reduce
Repurposes existing concrete floors, eliminating the need for 
demolition and replacement slabs (reducing material use).

Innovation & Energy
- Dry, slurry-free process 
- Synthetic diamonds and silicate densifiers do not contribute 

to VOC pollutants
- Exposed concrete contributes to overall thermal mass that 

can positively affect heating and cooling loads
- Reflectivity can ease the energy required for lighting interiors

 Safety
QuestMark uses the latest flooring 
safety products and advancements 
to help protect your building and to 
prevent injury. Our inspection and 

maintenance programs are 
designed to keep your floor 
in optimum condition.

* Products are not reviewed or certified under the LEED Rating System. LEED credit 
requirements cover the performance of materials in aggregate, not the performance of 
individual products or brands. For more information on LEED, visit www.usgbc.org/leed

What is DIAMONDQUEST?

 Process & Functionality
DiamondQuest is a process of progressively finer grinding 
concrete floor surfaces through the use of diamonds, 
high-technology equipment and well-trained QuestMark 
employees. This process turns an ordinary floor surface into 
one with many unique benefits:

- Harder and stronger than other floor finishes

- No coatings to lift, peel or flake

- Dense surface helps protect against absorption of water,  
oil and contaminants

- Dust-free surface that reduces maintenance costs and 
minimizes cleaning

- Resists tire marks from vehicle traffic

- More abrasion resistant than unfinished concrete

- No hydrostatic/vapor pressure issues

- Installation requires no cure schedule

- Installation can be achieved during operation hours - 
scheduled downtime not required in many circumstances

While all of QuestMark’s flooring 
systems are top-quality, there is 
no other system that matches the 
grandeur of DiamondQuest.  
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Services to help prevent 
common flooring issues

QUALITY Floor Care Services

Preventative Maintenance Inspection Checklist

 EXISTING

Surface: Exposed Concrete, Sealed, Coated, Polished, Dyed, 
Stained, Overlayment, Tile

Joints: Filled, Unfilled

Walk Off Mats

Traffic: Light, Medium, Heavy

Contaminates: Oil, Water, Grease, Acidic, Spills

 CURRENT CONDITIONS

Concrete: Surface Spalling, Chemical Erosion,  
Pop Outs, Excessive Dusting, New Concrete

Joints: Spalling, Lippage, Filler Failure, Debris

Cracks: Greater or less than 1/4” Thickness

Coatings: Thin Mil, High Build, Aggregate

Polished: Dyed, Guard Product, Grout Coat, Gloss Levels

 SAFETY

Trip Hazards: Joints, Surface Spalling, Lippage

Safety Striping 

Sidewalks/Entrance: Coating, Sealed,  Salt Guard

 MAINTENANCE

Cleaning, Type of Cleaner and Brush/Pad, Auto-Scrubber

 POLISHED CONCRETE
Stains        Gloss         Color         Guard/Top Coat Failure

 ADDITIONAL WORK

Inspections, Repair Quote, Materials, Logos, Non-Slip Application

 Rejuvenation Program
The process of taking a previously polished concrete floor 
back to post-job luster with minimal expense. 

 Stain Removal Program
Stain removal services, for polished concrete floors, can be 
done through a scheduled inspection program or as needed.

 Inspection Program
Using our Preventative Maintenance Inspection Checklist, we 
evaluate the overall performance of your floor and document 
all findings on a monthly, quarterly or biannual basis.

Polished Concrete 
WARRANTIES 
All of our warranties provide guaranteed gloss reading and 
dust resistance, on-site training of customer’s maintenance 
personnel, maintenance guidelines and 24/7 customer 
service with direct call access.

GOLD WARRANTY  
10-year Dustproof Warranty

PLATINUM WARRANTY 
15-year Dustproof Warranty 
Guaranteed minimum reading of 30+ gloss for three years 
(DiamondQuest pads and cleaners provided and required for eligibility.)

DIAMOND WARRANTY 
20-year Dustproof Warranty
- Guaranteed gloss reading within 10% of the original finished 

floor gloss reading for five years 
- MyQuestMark online floor management
- Maintenance warranty calculator
- Monthly/quarterly inspections
- Static coefficient of friction readings
- Gloss readings in designated areas
- Inspection of supplies, equipment and procedures
- Scrub and burnish services
- Transferable warranty
- Safety assessment and recommendations
(DiamondQuest pads and cleaners provided and required for eligibility.)
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Polished Concrete Products
Providing our customers with complete flooring solutions not only 
requires installing the proper floor systems, but it also requires 
supplying the knowledge and materials to maintain them.

 DiamondQuest Maintenance Pads 
Cleaning maintenance pads specifically designed for 
DiamondQuest floors that help sustain appearance and gloss and 
does not harm the polished surface.

 DiamondQuest Ultra Clean 
Lithium-silicate hardener/densifier helps maintain concrete 
hardness.

CUSTOMIZE Your Concrete
 Reflectivity Levels

Our customers can choose the level of reflectivity for their 
facility, ranging from a low luster finish to high sheen. 

 Aggregate Exposure
Our special diamond tooling process allows concrete to be 
ground down to a level that exposes fine aggregates.  
From aggregate exposure, to salt and pepper, to exposed,  
you can create the desired look you are trying to achieve.

 Colorizing
Adding color to a polished concrete floor is quick and easy 
with the use of penetrating dyes. Options can range from the 
simplicity of one uniform color to a one-of-a-kind floor finish 
with multiple colors and patterns. You will have a completely 
customized floor like no other.

 Saw Cutting
Create architectural patterns by saw cutting. Give the 
appearance of tile, stone or any other desired affect.

 Logos
Personalize and market your polished project by adding your 
company or customer’s logo to your floor.

 Overlayments
Complete line of cementious overlayments designed  
for polishing.



DiamondQuest makes a visible statement of a company’s commitment to the environment.

INDUSTRIAL

COMMERCIAL



DiamondQuest makes a visible statement of a company’s commitment to the environment.

RETAIL

Customer Quotes
“QuestMark’s ability to provide a quality floor finish across the 
country has been key for us. With their company crews and one 
point of contact, our polished concrete flooring program has been 
easy to manage over the years.” 
- Richard E., Bed Bath and Beyond

“QuestMark has been a strategic partner in installing high quality 
industrial floor systems for the millions of square feet we have 
redeveloped. They are a leader in floor restoration technology.”  
- Bill Keeley, President, Keeley Construction, Inc.



QuestMark, A Division of CentiMark Corporation / 800-743-8890 / QuestMarkFlooring.com

“WHILE CENTIMARK HAS MANY ASSETS, OUR GREATEST strengths HAVE 

ALWAYS BEEN AND WILL CONTINUE TO BE THE dedication AND hard 
work OF OUR ASSOCIATES. TOGETHER, WE WORK HARD AND WORK SMART.”  

- EDWARD B. DUNLAP, CHAIRMAN & CEO, CENTIMARK

Ltd.
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